OVAL ENTRANCE HALL TABLE
This curvy and contemporary style entrance hall table is made out of cherry.
The quarter-oval shaped legs are a laminated build, consisting of ten layers of 1.5mm
aero-ply, all of which is then veneered in cherry. It is made by vacuum forming over
an expanded Styrofoam mould. Cascamite was used for the aero-ply to aero-ply
bonds for strength and long-term creep resistance.
To help in the assembly of the legs, a jig was needed to hold the legs in their correct
position, relative to one another. A skeletal box as wide as the footprint of the legs,
deep enough to allow the legs to fit next to each other was constructed, showing
exactly where the joint between the two legs would be.
The points at which they intersected were marked out and the legs were cross halved
together. The legs were completed by making an oval reinforcing block where the
legs cross. This boss is more than just a decorative statement: it adds to the
strength of the legs.
The cherry blanks for the four segments of the boss were cut, planed and scraped to
fit their respective positions. The end caps of the boss were also made of solid
cherry, cut and shaped to size.
The major parts of the top are the two shelves. These are identical, and are made
from solid cherry. Each top is made up of four sections, all jointed together and
diamond matched, with the grain running with the curves of the tops.
The top is made up from the two shelves connected by four solid oval cherry blocks
fixed in place using screws into the top and bottom shelves. Four identical oval
cherry blocks also separate the legs and the top.
To finish, the piece received several coats of hard wax finishing oil.

